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To know about the wristband
(to) lighten the screen, change the mode and set the wristband;
ﬁnd more functions by connecting with the smartphone;
short press key

USB port for charging

Screen displays
Corresponding indicator lights will be on when data of step
-counting, sleep, goal, low battery reminding, clock and alarm
and Bluetooth connection is shown on the screen;

Host
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To achieve skillful operation via Three steps

1.Check and ensure the wristband
package is complete
Including one wristband, one manual
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2.Fully charge the wristband
The charging icon keeping still indicates
that the battery is fully charged

3.Install applications and bind the
wristband
Please turn to page 4 for more information
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Tips
It takes about 1.5 hours to recharge
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APP download

To install Apps and bind wristband
1. Ensure that the smartphone is connected to the mobile network or WLAN and
the wristband is not being charged.
2. Scan QR code to download applications. Go to Google Play Store for Android
phone and App Store for iPhone to search “smartﬁt mini”or “xv-watch”for
downloading.
3. Click
, ﬁnish matching and account binding according to screen tips; the
time on the wristband will update automatically in accordance with that on the
smartphone.
Tips
Tips
Note: when the phone APP and bracelet Bluetooth pairing status,
you need to press the button to light the bracelet screen
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To check sports and sleep data
The wristband can record real-time steps, calories and sleep data; longtime
record can supervise personal activity condition and change; it is your special
expert of health and sports.
Click
to enter the application, you can:
· Slide the screen downward to manually synchronize wristband data and
smartphone data, all data is saved on the smartphone.
· Click
to switch to check data including steps, distance, burned calorie and
time of exercise.
· Click
to switch to check data of sleep, deep sleep and light sleep.
Tips
Tips
Tips
Wristband can upload data to the smartphone automatically
·Re-open APP to successfully connect wristband with the smartphone, the
wristband will upload data to the smartphone automatically after one minute.
·When the wristband and the smartphone are connected, if there is no data
uploaded over 3 hours after app goes back to interface from the background,
the wristband will upload the data to the smartphone automatically.
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Movement and exercise track
Your activity route can be found via smartphone app, the best witness of you travel.
1.Click

—>

。

2.The map has functions of zoom in and out。

Tips
Tips
After using the camera, video, record and notes function in APP, auto-matching
and positioning to pictures, videos, records and texts on the way will be done to
conveniently check your travelling departure time and travelling places. It can
witness your travel in a good way. (this function is available after opening GPS).
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Alarm
1.Click

—>

—>Conﬁg—>Smart alarm clock。

2.After ﬁnishing setting, click

。

Reminding: longtime sitting/drinking water
Have you got a fat belly that bothers you a lot due to lack of sports for busy work?
The wristband is a great helper to remind you of sports when you are sitting for a
long time.
1.Click

—>

—> Conﬁg band—>Vibration setting—>Sedentary alert on/oﬀ

Drinking alert on/oﬀ。
2.After ﬁnishing setting, click

。
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To ﬁnd the phone
Sometimes you may have no idea where your smartphone is and depressed think
that it plays hide-and-seek with you. However, no matter where it is, the wristband
can help you ﬁnd it with Bluetooth connection.
1. Under connection status, continuously and quickly touch the button twice, the
smartphone will make a sound after receiving calling from wristband;
2. Short press the key twice quickly, the smartphone will vibrate even it is in silent
mode;
Tips
Tips
Tips
This function will be available after open it in setting of APP.
1. Click

—>

—>Extra setting—> Tap twice to locate device.

2. After ﬁnishing setting, click

.
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In-call reminding
When the smartphone is in silent mode or when you are in a noisy environment,
it’s quite possible to miss a call. Start the in-call reminding function, then you
will no longer miss any call.
1. Click

→

→ Conﬁg band →Push notiﬁcation → phone alert on/oﬀ。

2. After ﬁnishing setting, click

。

Tips
Tips
Tips
You can also set reminding for information from APP like SMS and email;
furthermore, “DO NOT Remind” can be also set for a certain time period.
When the wristband vibrates and the icon
smartphone has an in-call.
When the wristband vibrates and the icon
smartphone has a SMS.

appears, it means that the
appears, it means that the
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Remote shooting
Find a proper supporting point for the phone, the wristband will soon become a
selﬁe camera, which allows you to take a perfect selﬁe without shaking.
1.Click
—>
—>
2 . When the smartphone enters camera condition, quickly and continuously touch
the wristband button twice to take photos, the photos will be saved on the
smartphone.

Tips
Tips
Tips
Tips
If you use the wristband to take photos, APP will conduct auto-matching and
positioning to pictures, through which you can check your travelling departure
time and photos of travelling places, the best witness for your travel. (this
function is available after opening GPS).
The smartphone can be ﬁxed at diﬀerent places, such as support and branch.
Use your rich imagination to take brilliant and interesting photos!
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To watch the screen clearly under the sun
It’s pleasing to do sports under the sun, and the screen brightness can be adjusted
according to personal preference.
Setting method: short press the key to lighten the screen → touch the button again
to ﬁnd
, then long press the button→ enter the setting menu to ﬁnd
,
then touch the key to adjust the brightness.
To quickly lighten the screen

ॹ◌ׄਊ൭ߌଞ

Several ways to lighten the screen of the wristband:
Press the key for a short time to lighten the screen so as to check time/number of
steps/sleep time…
Hold up your arm with wristband and lightly turn it around to lighten the screen
Tips
Tips
Tips
Tips
The function that hold up an arm to light the screen can be
turned on or oﬀ by wristband setting
Setting method: short press the key to lighten the screen---continue to press the
key until this icon
appears---after entering the setting, long press the key
to change the setting menu, select this icon
to open this function, select
this icon
to close this function;
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Tips
Anti-lost
Tips
Tips reminding
You may leave your smartphone home, or get it lost in the café, so many
unbearable memories. Anti-lost reminding is practically an indispensable function.
Under connection status, the wristband will display
once it gets far away from the smartphone.

and vibrate for reminding

Tips
Tips
Tips
Tips
Tips
This function can be turned on or oﬀ via settings;
Setting method:
Short press the key to lighten the screen → press it again to ﬁnd
, then long
press it → enter the setting and long press the button to switch the menu, select
to open this function, select
to close this function.
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Details for screen displays
The wristband is
in the state of charge

the wristband ﬁnished
charging and is fully charged

The wristband Bluetooth is search broadcast signal for matching
The wristband is
successfully connected
with the smartphone
１２:08

The wristband fails to
connect with the smartphone

It means time, followed by the date

STEP

It means steps, followed by the steps data

GOAL

It means steps goal prompt, followed by step number

SLEEP

It means duration of sleep, followed by relevant data
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It means anti-lost reminding, that the distance between wristband
and smartphone is beyond range or the connection is unavailable
It means reminding for
drinking water

it means longtime sitting
and time for exercises
It means in- call
reminding

It means SMS reminding

It means entering
setting menu

It means that the smartphone
is calling for the wristband

It means the brightness of LED screen
It means turning on the
It means turning on the
function that hold up an
anti-lost function
arm to lighten the screen
It means turning oﬀ the
It means turning oﬀ the
anti-lost function
function that hold up an
arm to lighten the screen
sleep
step-counting
Achieved goals
Explanations for
status of indicator
low battery
alarm
Bluetooth connected
lights
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FAQs
FAQs
(1)What type of mobile phones does the wristband support?
A: system (Android 4.3 or above, iOS 7.0 or above), internal storage at least 1G,
Bluetooth 4.0 or above;
(2)What functions does it have if it is not connected with smartphone?
A: If it is not connected with smartphone, the wristband can do step-counting
or record sleep data. If the movement reminding function and alarm function
were set and synchronized before, these two functions remains eﬀective when
using the wristband alone.
(3)How to adjust the wristband time?
A: The wristband time is adjusted automatically via APP connection; the adjusted
time is synchronized with the smartphone.
(4)Why can’t the wristband be searched while binding or connecting?
A:when the phone APP and bracelet Bluetooth pairing status, you need to press
the button to light the bracelet screen.
B: Check if the wristband has bound with other phones, if so, it needs to be
removed for another binding.
C: If the wristband has bound with another phone which is not there at present,
the connection can also be removed via pressing key. Operation method:
after lighten the screen, quickly and continuously press the key for over
ten times to remove the connection.
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(5) Will the wristband be useless if the smartphone is lost?
A: No, it won’t. Just change a smartphone and download APP to bind the
wristband, but the data on the previous phone gets lost.
(6): Can I lend my wristband to others?
A: Yes, you can. Just do it after removing the current binding. Otherwise,
others cannot connect the wristband.
(7) Is there a switch to turn on or oﬀ the wristband?
A: No. It’s not necessary. It will be dormant under low battery. Wake it up by
charging.
(8) Can the wristband answer the call?
A: No. It only allows in-call reminding.
(9) Can I take a shower or help my wife to wash vegetables when wearing the
wristband?
A: Yes, you can. The wristband is IP67 level waterproof, it is ok to contact
water for a short time.
(10) Will the smartphone connect to the wristband automatically when the
Bluetooth is cut oﬀ?
A: Yes, it will. Click
, slide the screen in main interface downward
(11) How long is the stand-by time?
A: The latest BLE Bluetooth technology is adopted for the wristband, the
power consumption is lower with stand-by time over seven days.
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(12) How to judge that the wristband is in low battery?
A: Lighten the screen, the yellow indicator light will shine or the battery icon
on the screen will shine for low battery reminding.
（13）The device does not vibrate now. What's the cause?
A: Check the equipment is insuﬃcient power, when the power is too low, will close the
vibration warning, again full of electricity can restore vibration reminder.
(14) Can the wristband be charged via portable power supply?
A: Portable power supply with minimum output current less than 2000mA can
be usefd for charging;
(15) When the smartphone screen becomes black for dormancy, the connection
between wristband and smartphone is cut oﬀ, what’s wrong with that?
A: It’s a matter of setting. 1. Click setting → lower power mode management →
select wristband application in protected background application;
B: Click setting →rights management → application, select wristband
application, tick “trust this application”
（16）Device only shows the time, did not show the number of steps and sleep data,
what is the reason?
A：The first use before the need to bind the device with the mobile APP,
device to activate all the display.
B：If you only want to use the device alone, you can ﬁrst bind the device with the APP,
and then close the phone side APP can exit the APP without lifting the binding.
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（17）What if the wristband button has no respond?
A：Smart wristbands may have no power, tr y recharging them。
(18) Does all data shown on the screen belong to the current day?
A: Yes. All data will be cleared and reset after 12 a.m.
(19) The data of yesterday was not synchronized, can I still ﬁnd it today?
A: Yes. The wristband data can be saved for 3 days, after that, it will be
covered by new data. Synchronizing data once a day is suggested;
(20) The smartphone has alarm function, is it necessary for the wristband to
open this function again?
A: The wristband alarm reminds us by vibration, it is quiet and won’t disturb
others.
(21) Why is the screen not lightened after I turned my wrist around?
A: Check if the function that hold up an arm to lighten the screen is turned on;
B: When it is in the state of step-counting, you need to stop and wait for
seconds, then turn your wrist with your palm facing up so as to lighten
the screen in a more eﬀective way;
(22) The step-counting function seems not so accurate.
A: Step-counting will be done when it detects arm swing, small range of swing
is not useful. The frequency which is the same as arm swing will be also
counted as one step;
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Speciﬁcations
Model：
App OS:
function:
Waterproof:
Display：

Tw7 Smartband
IOS7.1&above,Android4.4&above
pattern detect、Track、Clock、Pedometer、Sleep quality、
In-call and SMS reminding、Take photos、Sports reminding
IPX67
LED White
BLE4.0
Silica gel&PC
25X16X9mm
18g

Bluetooth：
Material：
Dimension：
Net weight:
Battery Capacity 65mAh
Charging:
USB Port
Charging time: About 1 hours
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